NOTES:
1. THIS IS A COMPUTER GENERATED DWG. DO NOT REVISE BY HAND.
2. DIMENSIONS WILL VARY AS A RESULT OF VARIATIONS IN MATERIALS, ETC.
3. FOR OUTER TANK DIALS SEE COMPUTER FILE NO. 120310010. TITL: 2500 GALLON OUTER SAFE-TANK 100 GALLON DEEP TANK.
4. FOR ASSEMBLY DIALS SEE COMPUTER FILE NO. 120020949. TITL: "2500 GALLON SAFE-TANK ASSEMBLY."

NOTE:
LUGS AND RUNWAYS ROTATED INTO VERTICAL PLANE. SEE PLAN VIEW FOR DEGREE LOCATIONS.

REV "C" REVISED DUE BY JB 8/7/15 CKWM
REV "C" REVISED COVER BY JB 5/7/19 CKWM
REV "A" ADDED CAULDER ATTACHMENT LUGS BY JB 8/13/19 CKWM
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